Digital Collections for the Classroom
The Hull House Neighborhood – Student Worksheet

NAME _________________________
First Source: Wage Map

Which of these questions could be answered with information from the map? If the
question can be answered with information from the map, write “Yes.” If it can’t, write
“No.”
•
•
•
•

What city are these blocks in?
Which streets run north and south?
Which streets run east and west?
When was this map made?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who are the people who live in this neighborhood?
Where do the people who make the most money live?
Where do the people who make the least money live?
Are any of the people in this neighborhood rich?
Do people with more money and people with less money live in the same blocks?
Are there blocks where only people with more money live?
Are there blocks where only people with less money live?
Are there more families at the top of the income range or at the bottom?
Do any families at the top of the income range live next door to families at the
bottom?
What conclusions can be drawn from the answers to these questions?
What could you buy with these incomes?
What kinds of buildings do these people live in? (houses, apartment buildings,
etc.)
What are the blank spaces on the blocks?

Background
Jane Addams and Ellen Gates Starr founded Hull House, Chicago’s first settlement
house, in 1889. At one point, Hull House conducted a study of the people who lived in
its Near West Side neighborhood.
According to the inflation calculator at www.in2013dollars.com:
•
•

$5 in 1895 was equivalent in purchasing power to about $157.66 today.
$20 in 1895 was equivalent in purchasing power to about $630.66 today.

Second Source: Ethnicities Map
While looking at the second map, it’s important to remember that we
would no longer use “nationality” to describe ethnic groups in the
United States. “Ethnicity” would be a better label for this map. Also,
instead of “Colored,” we would use Black or African American. Also,
think about the significance of not including African Americans and
Irish in the category “English speaking.”
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Which of these questions could be answered with information from the map? If
the question could be answered with information from the map, write “Yes.” If it
can’t, write “No.”
Did people in the neighborhood get along with each other?
How many different countries did the people who lived in this neighborhood come
from?
What countries did the largest number of people come from?
Which groups have the smallest representation in the neighborhood?
What kind of work did people do who lived in this neighborhood?
Why did people leave their countries and come to Chicago?
Which groups tend to have the highest incomes? (Find out by comparing the
blocks of color on the two maps.)
Which groups tend to have the lowest incomes?
What conclusions can be drawn from the answers to these questions?
What was life like in this neighborhood?
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Third Source: Autobiography Excerpt
Background
Hilda Satt Polacheck (1882–1967) came to Chicago from Poland with her family in
1892. The family settled in Chicago, in what was called the Near West Side
neighborhood. Young Hilda became active at Hull House and wrote about the place and
the neighborhood around it in her autobiography, which was published after her death.
From I Came a Stranger: The Story of a Hull House Girl by Hilda Satt Polacheck
The excerpt provides information in a very different form from that of the maps.

(continued)
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Which of these questions could you answer using this excerpt?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What were the buildings like in the neighborhood around Hull House?
Where did kids play?
What kind of work did the neighborhood people do?
What were the streets and sidewalks like?
Where did the kids go to school?
How did the people feel about their neighborhood?
Where did people get their food?
What kinds of stores were in the neighborhood?

What questions are still left unanswered and where could you look to find more
information to answer those questions?
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